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And the news of Lin Chentao’s death was only half a day’s work, and it

was completely spread to every land in China.

The entire Huaxia was caught in a panic!

In just one month, the third son and second son of the Lin family were

killed one after another?

Who on earth has such courage? This is simply trying to pierce the sky!

And this time!

Within the Lin Family, the atmosphere was extremely suppressed!

Everyone looked at the old man sitting above the main seat with a

horrified look!

The old man’s eyes were wide open, and he had a domineering attitude

that was not angry and mighty. He was obviously 70 years old, but he

was still in power.

This person is the head of the Lin family, Lin Hongtu!

The ten generations of the Lin family were in business, but Lin Hongtu

alone was the only one who was able to gather the wealth of the ten

generations together and successfully transformed it into monstrous

power.

He is recognized by China as the emperor of commerce!

The industry he is looking at is bound to flourish in less than five years.

Even if he takes a bite from his nails, he can earn a lot of money.

This is a true legend!

But at this time, he had a gloomy face and a fierce look on his face,

looking like he wanted to kill.

Everyone present was panicked!

“What a master Lin, what a dragon tooth! The eldest grandson of my

Lin family, they all dare to kill!”

Lin Hongtu slapped the table suddenly, and roared like thunder:

“This is not to put my Lin Hongtu in the eyes, but to despise my Lin

family!”

Looking at the entire Huaxia, there are only a handful of Lin Family

who dare to move them, so what is Longya?

Not to mention, a little great master!

In the eyes of others, whether it is Dragon Tooth or Grand Master, it is

an unprovokable existence.

But in their Lin family’s eyes, it’s not worth mentioning!

Because they recruited as many as four great masters from the Lin

family, what is a little Master Lin?

But now that the other party dared to kill his grandson openly, this was

already planning to smash their Lin family to death.

And this time!

A handsome man suddenly stepped forward, knelt before Lin Hongtu,

and said in a deep voice:

“Grandpa, that Master Lin dare to insult our Lin family like this, this

matter absolutely can’t be left alone, I would like to go down to

Jiangnan personally to avenge my eldest brother!”

This person is naturally Lin Tianxun, the second son of the Lin family.

At this time, when he learned the news of Lin Chentao’s death, Lin

Tianxun was ecstatic. Now that his two brothers are dead, who else can

compete with him for the position of Lin Family Patriarch?

The head of the Lin family must be his!

Hear the words!

Lin Hongtu immediately took a deep look at Lin Tianxun. As an old

fox, how could he not know what idea his grandson was making?

I’m afraid it is a fake to kill Master Lin, is it true to incorporate the

remnants of Lin Chentao?

Today Lin Tianxun has money but no power, but after incorporating

Lin Chentao’s power, then he really has money and power.

At that time, no one in the entire Lin family could contend with it, and

the position of the head of the family would definitely belong to him.

Even if she didn’t give Lin Hongtu, this little boy dared to grab it.

but!

Lin Hongtu sighed and said:

“Go, don’t let me down!”

He knew that he was old, and the top spot in power was destined to sit

soon, plus two grandsons were also dead, and now he can only hand

over the inheritance to Lin Tianxun.

“Grandpa rest assured, I will not let you down!”

Lin Tianxun nodded hastily, the joy on his face was almost

uncontrollable.

However, at this moment!

Lin Hongtu thought of something, gritted his teeth and said:

“This time I go to Jiangnan, I want you to do one thing, and that is to

smash the wild corpse of that year into ten thousand pieces!”

“The deaths of your two brothers were all caused by that waste. I don’t

want him to live in the world anymore, so I don’t care what you use, I

must make him die!”
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